Answering an open problem in papers by Marcus and PLun ( 1994), we give here two examples of infinite (nonalmost periodic) words o such that the set of subwords appearing infinitely many times in w is context-free nonregular (in fact, one language is linear nonregular and one is context-free nonlinear). The problem can be shared in two cases depending on whether or not w is almost periodic. An infinite word o is almost periodic iff for any finite subword x of it, w can be portioned in subwords of equal length, w = ~1~2.~3 . . ., such that each xi, i > 1, includes a copy of x. An example of an almost periodic word is the famous Thue-Morse sequence [ 4, 6].
(open problem 2') asking whether or not there are infinite words w such that Sub,(w) is context-free nonregular, where Sub, (w) denotes the set of subwords of w appearing infinitely many times in w. The same problem is formulated as open in [2] .
The problem can be shared in two cases depending on whether or not w is almost periodic. An infinite word o is almost periodic iff for any finite subword x of it, w can be portioned in subwords of equal length, w = ~1~2.~3 . . ., such that each xi, i > 1, includes a copy of x. An example of an almost periodic word is the famous Thue-Morse sequence [ 4, 6] .
Obviously, if w is almost periodic, then Sub,(w) = Sub(o).
The problem in this
case (open problem 2 in [ 31) is solved negatively in [ 11.
We are going to solve here the problem for nonalmost periodic infinite words.
In fact, our answer is sharper than that asked for above: we shall give two examples of infinite (nonalmost periodic) words, wt, ~4, such that Sub, ( WI ) is a linear nonregular language and Sub, (~2) is a context-free nonlinear one. For an alphabet A, we denote by A* the free monoid generated by A; the unity of A* is denoted by A and A* -{A} is denoted by A+. We refer to [5] for the formal language elements we use. In order to prove the inclusion "G", let us take a subword w of wt containing occurrences of the symbols a and b from the both sides of a maximal subword of the form ck of 01, that is w = ubickajv, for some u, v E {a, b, c}*, i, j, k > 1. Because the lengths of maximal subwords of the form ck of WI form a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers, w cannot appear infinitely many times in wt. So, this inclusion is proved. For the other one, it is sufficient to observe that, for any n 2 1 and m 2 1, the word ~"'-~a~b~c"~ appears infinitely many times in WI and the equality above is proved.
Obviously, the language L = {c"*-lanb"c" ( n, m 2 l} is linear. As the family of linear languages is closed under operation Sub, it follows that the language Sub(L) = Sub, (WI ) is linear. In order to prove that this language is not regular, let us intersect it with the regular language c+a+b+c+. We obtain Sub,(wl) nc+a+b+c+ = {cianb"& 1 n,i,j 3 1).
As the language in the right-hand member of this equality is not regular and the family of regular languages is closed under intersection it follows that Sub, (WI) is not regular and the proof is completed. 0 is not linear. Cl
